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Abstrat

We have studied the Fe XXV K� and XXVI Ly� line intensity pro�les of the Galati Ridge X-ray

Emission (GRXE) in the Galati Bulge region using the Suzaku arhival data. The pro�le of the highly

ionized Fe K� line ratio seems almost onstant over � 5

Æ

from the plane along the Galati latitude.

Comparison between the staked spetra of the plane and bulge suggests that the line intensity ratio of

Fe XXVI Ly� to Fe XXV K� in the bulge is larger than that in the plane although the statistial error is

large. It implies the major origin of the GRXE in the bulge might be di�erent from that of the plane.
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1. Introdution

The Galati plane emits X-ray with lines from highly

ionized atoms. The emission is strong espeially in the

enter region (jlj < 1

Æ

). They have been alled as the

Galati Ridge X-ray Emissions (GRXE) (e.g. Koyama

et al. 1989). The origin of the GRXE has been a mystery.

Using Chandra data, Revnivtsev et al. (2009) learly

show that highly ionized Fe K� lines in the GRXE at

(l,b)=(0

Æ

,�1

Æ

:4) is mostly emitted from point soures.

On the other hand, with Suzaku data, Yamauhi et al.

(2009) disovered that the line intensity ratio of Fe XXVI

Ly� to Fe XXV K� in the Galati Center (GC) is higher

than that in the Galati Plane (GP). It suggests that

the origins of the highly ionized Fe K� lines in the GRXE

are di�erent between the GC (jlj < 2

Æ

and jbj < 1

Æ

) and

GP (jlj > 2

Æ

and jbj < 1

Æ

).

The line intensity ratio is one of key information to re-

veal the origin of the GRXE. The region where Revnivt-

sev et al. (2009) resolved the GRXE into point soures

orresponds to the Galati Bulge (GB, jbj > 1

Æ

) region.

If the origin of the GRXE in the GP region is similar to

that of the GB, the line intensity ratio of Fe XXVI Ly�

to Fe XXV K� in the GB should be lose to that in the

GP. The GRXE spetrum in the GB, however, has not

been studied well using an X-ray CCD amera. Thus

the highly ionized Fe K� line ratio in the GB is not lear

and not ompared with that in the GP.

In this work, we studied the Fe K� line intensity pro-

�les in the GB and ompared the highly ionized Fe K�

line intensity ratio with that in the GP region.

2. Data and Analysis

Suzaku observed the GB regions (l = �0

Æ

:05 � �3

Æ

:60,

b = �0

Æ

:5 � �5

Æ

:0) systematially as the AO-4 and

5 Key Projets (PI: K. Koyama). Using these arhival

data, we made spetra of the respetive pointings. Af-

ter subtrating non-x-ray bakground spetra, we �tted

the spetra with a phenomenologial model (4 gaussians

plus an absorbed power law) in the 5{10 keV band and

measured the Fe K� line intensities. The line enter en-

ergies of the 4 gaussians are �xed to be 6.40 (Fe I K�),

6.68 (Fe XXV K�), 6.97 (Fe XXVI K�), and 7.06 (Fe

I K�) keV. The line intensity of Fe I K� is �xed to be

0.125 times of that of Fe I K�. The line widths are �xed

to be 0 eV. The other parameters are free.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial Pro�les of Fe K� Lines to the Galati Bulge

By the �tting with the phenomenologial model, we ob-

tained spatial pro�les of the Fe I, XXV K� and XXVI

Ly� lines intensities. We show the pro�le of the Fe XXV

K� line intensity along the Galati latitude in �gure 1

as an example. To examine typial sale heights of these

line emissions, we �tted these pro�les with a funtion

I(b) = A � exp(�jb � b

0

j=h) using A and h as free pa-

rameters. Here b

0

= �0

Æ

:05 (Galati Plane). The best-

�tted sale heights h of the Fe I, XXV K� and XXVI

Ly� lines are 1

Æ

:1� 0

Æ

:2, 2

Æ

:0� 0

Æ

:2 and 2

Æ

:1� 0

Æ

:4.
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Fig. 1. Intensity pro�le of the Fe XXV K� line to the GB diretion.

The best-�tted phenomenologial funtion funtion I(b) (see text)

is shown by a dotted line.

The origin of the Fe I K� line is out of the sope of

this study but we make a omment. The sale height

of Fe I K� is signi�antly smaller than that of Fe XXV

K� (see also Uhiyama et al. 2013). It suggests that the

di�erent elestial objets emit these lines independently.

3.2. Intensity Ratio of Highly Ionize Fe K� Lines

The spatial pro�le of Fe XXVI Ly K� / Fe XXV K�

line intensity ratio is shown in �gure 2. To derease the

statistial errors, we merged the data of all the longitude

(l = �0

Æ

:05 � �3

Æ

:60) and the latitude of b = �0

Æ

:4 �

�1

Æ

, �1

Æ

� �2

Æ

, and �2

Æ

� �5

Æ

, respetively. The line

ratio pro�le to the GB diretion seems almost onstant

over � 5

Æ

from the GP. In a ontrast, Uhiyama (2010)

reports that the ratio along the GP dereases quikly

with the diastase of � 3

Æ

from the GC.

We made a staked spetrum of the GB (jbj > 1

Æ

,

l = �0

Æ

:05 � �3

Æ

:60) and ompared it with that of the

GP (jbj < 0

Æ

:5 and jlj > 2

Æ

, Uhiyama et al. 2013). The

spetra normalized by the Fe XXV K� line intensities

are shown in �gure 3. The Fe XXVI Ly� line in the GB

seems to exess ompared to that in the GP. The line

intensity ratio of Fe XXVI Ly� to Fe XXV K� measured

with the staked GB spetrum is 0:29� 0:08. Yamauhi

et al. (2009) report that the mean ratios in the GC and

GP are 0:38 � 0:02 and 0:22 � 0:06, respetively. Thus

the highly ionized Fe K� line ratio in the GB overlaps

those in the GC and GP in its statistial error range.

4. Disussion and Conlusion

As naively interpreted, the line intensity ratio of Fe

XXVI Ly� to Fe XXV K� indiates the averaged temper-

ature of the GRXE plasma. The omparison of staked

spetra (�gure 3) suggests that the ratio (or the aver-

aged temperature) in the GP is di�erent from that in the

GB where Chandra resolved the Fe K� lines into point
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Fig. 2. Pro�le of the Fe XXVI Ly� / Fe XXV K� line intensity ratio

to the GB diretion.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of staked spetra in the GB (�lled irle) and

GP (open triangle) regions. These spetra are normalized and the

Fe XXV K� intensities are made to be a same level. The position

of the Fe XXVI Ly� (6.97 keV) line is shown by an arrow.

soures (Revnivtsev et al. 2009). It implies that the pop-

ulation of point soures whih make up the GRXE are

di�erent between the GP and GB or that other di�erent

(and possibly di�use) omponents ontribute to the GP.

Due to the the large statistial error, however, we annot

onlude whether the ratio of the GB is di�erent from

that of the GP or not now. To measure and ompare the

ratios in the GB and GP more preisely, we will analyze

other arhival Suzaku data systematially in future.
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